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Family holidays in Slovenia

Family active holidays in Slovenia

Slovenia, the Alps or the Mediterranean?

Wide range of accomodation and family connecting activites.

More

Enjoying in the countryside with its intact nature, adventure sport activities or exploring the Medieval towns and enjoying
the urban vibes.
Great for nature lovers, adventure seekers or city explorers.
With a wide range of accomodation choice, year round , great value & exciting family packages available.
Optional activities Choose between any activities and trips represented in our days trip section.
Special family tailored all inlcusive packages available.
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Accomodation type:Self-catered apartments, Serviced apartments, chalets, family hotels or pensions.

Activity duration & difficulty levelSports activites:
Suitable for all sport enthusiasts, no previous specific knowledge required.
Activity duration & difficulty level adjusted specially to your personal fitness level & knowledge.

Exploring activities:
Just let us know your field of interest and we will prepare a tailor-made package especially for your family.

We can always adjust days and activities in the package to your wishes!

SeasonYear round holiday packages.
1st of April- 1st of November-SUMMER ACTIVITES.
10th of December-15th of April-WINTER ACTIVITES.

Why Ljubljana, Bovec, Piran, Bled-Bohinj &
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Why to book a family holiday to Slovenia... Ljubljana is an enchanting middle sized European city, which preserved the
friendliness of a small time, is safe, clean and at the same time still possess the characteristics of a cosmopolitan city.

The city offers a number of museums, children & adults culture events, chic restaurants, trendy bars and hip clubs as
well as welness and sport facilites.
A perfect size of the city has it all on the reach of a few footsteps or bikes. Surrounded by natural beauties, with
numerous adventure acitivity options.

Between the mountains and emerald waters lies the town of Bovec. Those seeking of excitement or who treasure the
simple pleasures of home. You will be always discovering new places here! With its very own mixture of the Alpine and
Adriatic climate, a region has very good snow conditions in the winter and longer summmers with best choice of white
water sports in Slovenia!

The largest expanses of bare open rock and the deepest gravel-bed basins of Slovenia's Julian Alps are for many the
most attractive destination for a time-out in Central Europe. Lake Bled & Bohinj, with its preserved nature and clean
waters, on the skirt of the Triglav national park is a perfect choice for summer or winter active holidays.
A great opportunity for hiking holidays, chill out & water fun by the lakes or other nature activities. It's one of the best
ways of spending a nice spring or summer days, or skiing holidays in the winter.

The old seaport town Piran is only an hour by car from the capital of Slovenia to the warm Adriatic Sea and the Bay of
Trieste. The town has preserved the medieval layout with narrow streets and compact houses, which rise in stepsfrom
the coastal lowland into the hills and give the whole area a typical Mediterranean look.

Although the Slovene coast is only forty-seven kilometers long, there are hips of things to do. Get spoiled in the welness
centres and Mediterranean gastronomy, enjoy the beach fun, or explore the misterious Karst land with caves on bikes or
horsebacks.

Flights Ljubljana airport: Easyjet or Adria Airways.
Trieste, Graz or Klagenfurt airport: Ryan air.

Booking infoMinimun participants is 4.
We accept bookings via E-mail or phone.

Additional infoFor more detailed information, please contact us via E-mail or phone:
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+386 51 200 743.

Example itinerary:

Inclusions
Exclusions

- return airport transfers
- in resort transfers
- accomodation
- sport activites & complete equipment
- guiding services
- tours & event planning, all organization

- food& drinks
- other expenses of personal nature
- entry fees

Enquire
Terms
Crew
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